Static Tube Kit
SS-7

Materials:

1 plastic tube with end caps and Styrofoam® pellets
5 pieces of material
cotton - purple
rayon - red
nylon - white
silk
- yellow
wool - green

Theory:
Objects become charged when rubbed against each other.
When two objects are rubbed together, negative electrons flow from one to the other. This results
in one object becoming negatively charged and the other positively charged. The plastic tube, the
Styrofoam® pellets, and some of the material in this kit are especially good at developing and
holding a charge.
Unlike charges attract.
As you rub or shake the tube, you will see the Styrofoam® pellets quickly move. They always move
toward an object with an opposite charge.

Like charges repel.
The Styrofoam® pellets always move away from an object with the same charge.
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Things to Try:



Shake the tube. Rub your hand up and down the plastic tube. This develops
charges on the plastic tube which attract or repel the charged Styrofoam® pellets.



Rub different materials on the outside of the plastic tube. Some materials are
better than others in developing a charge. Bring the charged tube close to the
material that was rubbed. The material has an opposite charge from the
rubbed tube, so it is attracted to it.



Rayon, the red cloth, is told as an “anti-static” material. In other words, it
should be one of the least likely pieces of material to develop a charge. Does it
seem to work this way?



Remove the orange end caps and rub your hand up and down the tube. Notice
that the orange end caps are not necessary to contain the pellets. Place the
end caps on a flat surface so that they roll. Bring the charged tube close to the
end caps.



Shake out some of the pellets onto a flat surface. Rub the tube to develop
a static charge and place it close to the pellets. Some of the pellets are
attracted to the outside of the tube. Some of the pellets are attracted to
the inside of the tube.



Pick up a charged pellet and let go of it at the end of the tube. Watch how
quickly it travels into the tube.



Rub the outside of the tube when several pellets are clinging to the
outside. Watch them travel through the air and land back on the tube.



Borrow an electroscope from a physics teacher and determine the charge
on the pellets and the outside of the tube.
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Take Your Lesson Further
As science teachers ourselves, we know how much effort goes into preparing lessons.
For us, “Teachers Serving Teachers” isn’t just a slogan—it’s our promise to you!
Please visit our website
for more lesson ideas:

Check our blog for classroom-tested
teaching plans on dozens of topics:

To extend your lesson, consider these Educational Innovations products:
Static Shocker (STC-120)
With this portable Van De Graaff generator you can perform many classic static
electricity experiments. All you need are a few bits of tape, an aluminum can, and
batteries. Watch the static charge suspend the included Mylar strips, and then
collapse them with a touch of your finger, only to watch the strips pop back up!
Static Electricity Electroscope (STC-200)
Now you can visually demonstrate the presence of a static charge with this
classic flask electroscope. Simply place the two aluminum ribbons onto the
hook inside of the flask. If a static charge is nearby, the two ribbons will
repel away from each other. The stronger the charge, the more the ribbons
separate. Charged objects do not need to touch the flask at all. Simply
bring them near the insulated metal platform to observe the effect in
action. Test different materials for their static potential.
Plasma Globe (PLS-100)
A fun and safe way to demonstrate Tesla Coils! Inside the globe, a small Tesla
Coil produces an alternating high voltage potential which attracts or repels free
electrons. When the electrons collide with the gaseous atoms and molecules
inside the globe, the gas particles are ionized creating even more electrons, as
well as positive ions. A plasma is formed. When electrons return to the ionized
gas, light is produced. Touching the globe with your finger provides a ground,
an additional source or "sink" of electrons.
Static Spheres (STC-150)
People tell us our Static Spheres are downright addictive. Imagine holding
physical proof of the Laws of Motion and static electricity in the palm of your
hand! You'll be mesmerized as these tiny spheres roll, flip upside down, and
form patterns - without ever touching! Our Static Spheres are amusing and
educational. Perfect as a gift, party favor, or hands-on activity for your
science lab.
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